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Backarjjund^je_tJbLg Inventi-on

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates to pipeline joint

protection. More specifically, the invention provides

5 a method and an apparatus for protecting exposed pipe

joints on weight coated pipelines used in offshore

applications

«

2. Description of the Related Art

It hae been a conunon practice in the offshore

10 pipeline industry to use weight coated pipe for

pipelines which were to be located on ocean floors or

other underwater surfaces. The weight coats

rraditionally used have been made of dense materiale,

frequently concrete, applied several inches thick

15 around the circiunference of the pipe- The weight coats

were to protect the pipeline and also to provide

sufficient weight to maintain the pipeline submerged in

a npn-buoyant condition

-
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The weight coats usually have been applied to the

full length of the pipe except for a short distance,

usually about one foot froin the end of each pipe

section. The end portion of the pipe remained without

the weight coat to facilitate welding sections of the

vei^t coated pipe together to make up the pipeline

»

Sections of pipe have been placed on a barge and

velded sequentially onto preceding sections forming a

pipeline extending from the barge. The nsvly formed

pipeline was on rollers and as the barge moved forward,

the pipeline would be carried over the rollers,

lowered, and laid on the bed of the body of water.

The portions of the pipe without the weight coat

had a corrosion coating applied to the surface of the

pipe to prevent the pipe from corroding due to exposure

to the elements. Generally, the corrosion coatings

used were heat shrinking tape or a fusion bonded epoxy.

After the sections of pipe were welded together various

techniques were used to protect the corrosion coating

on the eseposed portions of pipe around each joint.

one technique was to vrap sheet metal over the

weight coating adjacent the exposed portion of. the pipe

and b^nd the sheet metal ih place i^ith metal bands.

Generally/ a to 28 gauge zinc coated sheet metal was

used. The Space between the pipe and sheet metal was

then filled with a molten mastic which would solidify

1 ... ins^/s
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as it coolea. Kowever, in nose cases, the pipeline had
to be in a condition for handling ijunediately after the
sleevBs were filled so that the laying of the pipeline
could proceed without delays. The nastio filling did
not set or harden to a sufficiently strong material

Within the required tine to allow further processing of
the pipe and the mastic would leech out into the water
If the pipeline vas lo.|^ere4 before the mastic was

adequately cured.

An additional problem associated with this

taehnigue was that the banding used to hold the sheet
metal in place, as well as the sheet metal itself,

would corrode after the pipejoint was underwater for a

period of tine, onco the banding corroded, the sharp
ends of the sheet metal would cone loose from the pipe.

This created a particular problem in areas where

commercial fishing was taking place. The sharp sheet

metal ends would cut fishing nets which were being

dragged over the pipeline by fishing trawlers. The

destruction of fishing nets by the loose sheet metal

created severe financial problems for fishing

industries, m some cases, corrosion resistance

banding, such as stainless steel banding, was used to

avoid this problem, but it was more expensive and also
25 subject to eventual failure.

IS

20
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Other techniques replaced the nastic filler with

other types of materials. In the method disclosed in

U.e. Patent Ko- 5,328,648, the e>qposed portion of pipe

was covered vith a mold which was then filled with a

filler material. The filler materials were granular or

particulate matter such as gravel or iron ore which

vould not pack solidly or uniformly, Elastomeric

polyurethanes or polyureas were then injected into the

mold in an attempt to fill the interstices between the

granular fill materials. After the polymer components

had reacted completely the mold vould be removed from

the surface of the infill-

This method could be difficult to use when the

Joint protection system was applied aboard the lay

barge because the filler material, often gravel, had to

be loaded and carried onto the barge. Additionally,

there was often a lack of uniformity in the finished

infill resulting from uneven polymer distribution in

the filler material which created voids. Such voids

could leave the corrosion coating exposed and subject

to damage from fishing trawler nets or other objects

moving through the water which might encounter the

submerged pipeline.

Another technique, disclosed in U.S. Patent

4,909,669, involved wrapping the exposed portions of

pipe with a thermoplastic sheet. The sheet overlapped

[ ... 79258/5
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the ends of the weight coat adjacent the exposed joint

and vas then secured in place by screvs^ rivets, or

straps, TO increase the rigidity and impact resistance

this joint protection system required the installation

of reinforcing memhers such as plastic bars or tubes to

the interior of the Bbeet» The reinforcement bars or

tubes either had to be preout and stored on the barge

or else cut to the required fitting fonn ae part of the

installation process on the barge. This required

additional handling and made the installation process

more difficult.

Another method of reinforcing this joint

protection system vas to fill the lower portion of the

annular space between the pipe and the plastic sheet

with a material such ^s pre-forpied foam half shells.

When foam half shells w;ere used in the lover portion of

the ahnuXar space to provide support, the upper portion

of the joint and the corrosion coating vas in effect

protected only by the plastic sheet enclosing the upper

portion vhich had no foam covering. This could cause a

particular problem if the pipelines were located vhere

they vould encounter the drag lines or trawler boards

attached to the nets of fishing trawlers. The

oorrosion coating on the uppier portion of the pipe

joint could become damaged by this type of towed

object*

... 79258/5
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An additional problem with this joint protection

system occurred when pipelines were laid in shallow

watera^ i.e., less than about 200 feet deep. Pipelines

in shallow vatere were often buried by using high

pressure water jets which were directed at the ocean

floor w^ere the pipelines were to be buried. The water

jets would wash out a trench into which the pipelines

would be dropped for burial. The joint protection

system could be damaged when the water jets came in

contact with the pipel;ine joint because the plastic

sheet over the top of the pipejoint was not reinforced.

summary of the T^vpnf-^o^

The present invention provides a method and an

apparatus for mechanically protecting exposed pipeline

5 joint sections. The method allows quick installation

on lay barges where pipeline sections are welded

together and does not require a long cure time before

handling. The method for protecting exposed pipeline

joint sections begins by forming a pliable sheet of

5 cover material into a cylinder which is fitted over the

exposed portions of the joint connection. The

longitudinal end portions of the pliable sheet of cover

material overlap the adjacent edges of the weight

coating. Side edge portions of the sheet of cover

i Biaterial fonainig the cylinder are then overlapped

27414-01 „, 79258/5
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tightly such that an annular pocJcet is formed about the

e^cposed joint section- The outside side edge is then

sealed to the surface of the sheet of cover material,

completely encasing the exposed pipe and the annular

pocJcet or space » Polyurethano chemicals are then

injected into the empty annular space where they react

to form a high density foam which fills the annular

space, other polymerizing or hard setting fluid

compounds such as marine mastics, quick setting

concretes, polymers, or elastomeric compounds may also

be used to fill the emE^ty annular space-

present invention provides the joint section

of an underwater pipeline with mechanical protection

and abrasion resistance that is not subject to

corrosion problems, will not damage fishing nats, and

will not be damaged by water jets used for pipeline

burial.

Brief PeacriDtion of the njr^^f^r^

A better understanding of the invention can be

obtained when the detail description scyt forth below is

reviewed in eonj ur^ctton
,
with the accompanying drawings,

in whiche

Figure 1 is a depiction of two sections of weight

coated pipe which have been joined by welding;

27414^1 ... 7925g/5
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Figiire S is a pliable sheet of cover material

forrood In a cylinder which is used to enclose the

expoejed 3 oint= section

;

Figure '3; isia longitudinal view, shoving the

pliaMe sheet: of cover material wrapped and sealed

around t:he exposed joint eectipn;

Figure 4 is a longitudinal crass section showing

the joint section after the joint protection system has

been applied.

Bggpr^tion of Preferred tanbodiaent

Fig. 1 shows a pipeline XO formed by welding

together tvo pipe sections 12 & 12A each of which are

covered by a weight coat 14 & 14A, respectively. The

15 weight coat 14 & i4A, which is formed from concrete or

other suitable materials, completely covers the pipe

sections 16 St 16A circumferentially and longitudinally

except for a pbrtion of each pipe end 18 & iSA of the

pipe section 16 & 16A. The pipe ends IB 6 ISA are left

ea^osed to facilitate welding of the two pipe sections

,12 S 12A together as sections at a pipeline. However,

.

these exposed pipe ends .le & iflA leave gaps of pipe not

coated with weight coa): iin the pipeline 10, which are

covered only bjf a corrpsion coating 24.

Trie method of the':t?resent itivention begins with1*1 ,

installing a. cover material 30 vhich is ueed to enclose

27414-01 ... 79258/5
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and provide structural protection for the exposed
corrosion coating 24 on the pipe end 18 & iSA. As
shown in Pig. 2, the preferred inethod uses a cover
material 30 which is pliable, but strong, and can be
formed into a cylindrical shape. The preferred cover
material 30 is formed from hi^ density polyethylene,
however, other thermoplastic naterialB inay be used.
The pliable cover material 30 should be at least about
0.02 inches thick and nay be considerably thicker if a
stronger support and impact resistance is desired.
Mater depth, pipe sl«e, pipe weight and other factors
may dictate the use of a cover material 30 which is up
to about 1/2 inch in thickness. The cover material 30
nay be a flat sheet or may be preformed into a

15 cylindrical shfipe:

The pliable 6heet of cover material 30 is wrapped
into a cylindrical shape around the ocposed pipe ends

18 6 18A such that the inside diaactet of the cylinder
of cover material so is about the sane as the outside
diameter of the weight coat 14 4 14A on the pipeline
10. The cover material 30 should be long enough to
overlap the adjacent edges 22 « 2ZA of both sides of
the weight coating 14 t i4A by several inches to allow
the weight coating 14 * 14a to act as a structural
support for the cover material 30. Once the cover
material 30 is fitted oyer the adjacent edges 22 S 22A

inUJOl ... 792S8/5
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ot tha veight coat 14 & 14A, the side edges 34 and 36

of cover material 30 are tightly pushed together such

that tha side edges 34 fi 36 overlap. The cover material

30 can be tightened down and held in place with cinch

belts. The outside edge 34 is then sealed to the

surface of the cover material 30 and a sealed sleeve 40

is formed.

The cover material 30 can be sealed by plastic

welding the outside edge 34 onto the surface of the

cover material 30, forming a longitudinally extending

plastic weld the entire length of the cover material 30

as shown in Fig 3. other meane of sealing such as heat

fusion, riveting, gluing, taping, or banding can also

be used to seal the cover material so.

The sealed cover material sleeve 40 forms a

protective barrier around the exposed portion of pipe

18 & 18A which remaiije as a pemanent part of the

pipeline ro. An annular space 44 is formed around the

pipe ifl « 18A by Instajling the coyer material sleeve

40. This annular space 44 is filled by first cutting a

hole 38 in the sealed cover material sleeve 40 and

thereafter injecting fluid joint filler system

components through the hole 38 and into the annular

space 44.

The hole 38 may be drilled or cut or otherwise

made in the sealed cover material sleeve 40 to

IS
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thereafter aXlov unreacted Joint filler system

coarponsntfl to be injected into the annular space 44.

The hole 38 may be precut into the cover material 30

prior to installation on the ireight coated pipeline lo

5 or may be cut after the sealed cover material sleeve 40

is in place* The diameter of tffie hole 38 to be drilled

is dependent upon the particular type of mixing head

used to inject the joint filler system components-

industry standard or conventional injection heads are

10 acceptable.

in the prpferred method, the annular space 44 is

filled: vith a high deribity foam ' by Injecting components

for a rajpid setting polyiirtthane system through the

hole 26 with a. mixing head.
, 'Ois polyurethane foaa 52

15 serves as a shocJc
! abporber and protects the corrosion

coating on the pipe 18 & iSA. Also, because the foam

S2 is open celled, it can absorb vater and increase the

ballast affect for the pipeline 10. Alternatively,

other polymerizing or hard setting compounds such as

marine mastics, quick setting concretes, polymers, or

elastomeric compounds n^y be used to fill the empty

annulat space. Preferably, any alternative filler

material ik quick hardening, suck that the process of

laying the pipeiliriiB is|;not inhibited.

The preferjred polyiirathane sypten used to form the

protective high density foam 52 in this process is a

274U^)l ... 7y2«/5
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coffijjlnation of a isocyanate and a polyol system which

when reacted rapidly cixres and forms high density open

celled polyurethane foam which resists degradation in

sea water. The preferred isocyanate is a polymeric

5 form of diphenylmethane diisocyanate as manufactured by

Bayer Corp. The preferred polyol system is a mixture

of multifunctional polyether and/or polyester polyols,

catalysts for icontrolll^ th<i reaction rate,

surfactants for enhancing cell formation, and vator for

.0 a blowing agent. Acceptable blended polyol system are

manufactured by Dow Chemical Co-, Bayer corp-, and

others.

The preferred polyurethane system produces a foam

with a density of about 6 to 10 pounds per cubic foot

5 and has about eighty percent or greater open cells.

The compressive strength pf the preferred polyurethane

foam is approximately 150 psi or greater at lo percent

deflection and 1500 psi or greater at 90 percent

deflection
i Reaction of the preferred polyurethane

3 system components can be characterized by a 15 to 20

second cream time, the tine bjstween discharge from the

mixing head and the beginning of the foam rise, a 40 to

50 eecdnd rise time, the time between discharge from

the mixing head and the complete foam rise, and a 180

i

,

to 240 :second cure' time,: the time- required to develop

the polymer etr'efigifch and dijkeneiona,! stability,

27414^^1 ... 79258/5' •
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The cover material elesve 40 acts as a mold and

holds the foara 52 in place until it is completely

cured. As shown in Figure 4, this polyurethane foaju 52

completely fills the annular space 44 without leaving

5 significant void areas- Ho additional filler materials

are needed to be used in conjunction with the

polyurethane foam 52. The polyurethane foan 52 should

completely fill the angular space 44 and protrude to

some esctent upward through the hole 3S on the sealed

10 cover material sleeve 40.

Fig. 4 shows the completed protective covering of

the joint protection system according to the present

invention- The sealed cover material sleeve 40

together vith the polyurethane foam 52 provide a

15 protective system which protects the exposed pipe ifi &

18A and the corrosion coating 24 during handling and

Laying of the pipeline 10 and continues to provide

protection from damage due to dr:ag lines or trawler

boards attached to fishing trawler nets. Further, the

20 sealed cover material sleeve 40 is not subject to the

corrosion problems of prior art systems and therefore

does not create a underwater hazard or a danger to

fishing nets. Additionally, the protective system

provided by the present invention acts to deflect the

15 high pressure water jets used to bury pipelines in

shallow waters which have resulted in damage to the
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corrosion coating on pipe joints protected by prior art

systems.

From the foregoing, it can be seen that the

present inventjion provijdes a methCMS and apparatus for

protecting the corrosion coating 24 on exposed pipeline

joints, stich & i^Ai on weight coated pipelines lo

used in offshore applications^ The method allows quick

installation on a lay barge where pipeline sections are

being welded together for offshore installation. The

corrosion coating 24 on the pipeline joint connections

18 6 ISA which have no weight coating is protected by

forming a pliable sheet of polyethylene into a

cylindrical cover material sleeve 40 over the pipeline

joint connection. Polyurethane chemicals are used to

react and .forjn a high -density foam 52 which fills the

annular space 44 between, the pipe IB S ISA and the

cbver ;Daterial. sleeve 40. The cover material sleeve 40

and the foam 52 work together to protect the joint

connection*

It should be underi^topd that .there can be

improvements ahd modifications made of the embodiments

of the invention described in dejtail aiwve without

departing from! the spirit or scope of the. invention as

set forth in the accompanying claims.
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